
SMARTER

Video 
Surveillance



Keep the Cameras Rolling

24/7 Video Health Monitoring ensures your cameras are always online. Automated 
video health reports confirm your camera views are unobstructed and keep tabs  
on the number of clips you’re recording and storing.

Better Together

All of Alarm.com for Business’s security offerings are robust on their own. Combine 
video with access control and intrusion detection for a security system that’s more 
than the sum of its parts.

Recording Options

The Pro Series CSVR combines the convenience of 24/7 local recording with cloud-
connected accessibility, allowing you to review and export footage from anywhere. 
Record 4MP footage to ensure your business is covered with high-quality video that 
is readily available in the event of any incident.

One Dashboard, Infinite Possibilities

For businesses with multiple locations, streamline your video surveillance with 
one intuitive Enterprise Dashboard. Organize multiple locations into a top-down 
hierarchy of groups, share footage quickly and access video anywhere, at any time, 
from your phone. Always know what’s going on, even when you’re on the go.

Video that Works Smarter

With Alarm.com for Business video solutions, you can enjoy better security with 
fewer false alarms. 

Transform the way you protect your business with Business Activity Analytics. This 
powerful feature uses your business cameras to monitor traffic and the movement 
of people through your business to help you make informed decisions. Monitor multiple  
locations, create customizable no-go zones, and receive real-time alerts if trespassers  
enter prohibited areas after hours with fewer false alarms. Save time and money 
with video surveillance that works smarter.

EXPERIENCE

Smarter Video Surveillance
Whether you need to cover a single warehouse or a national chain 
of storefronts, our commercial video surveillance offerings have you 
covered. Our intuitive app and flexible storage options let you access 
live or recorded video anywhere, anytime. Advanced features like 24/7  
Video Health Monitoring ensure your cameras are always up and running,  
while intelligent analytics give valuable insight into what’s going  
on at your business.

No Job Too Big 

Our commercial cameras get the job done in most situations; 
however, for larger projects that require 40+ cameras,  
we recommend using OpenEye.

Stop Intruders In Their Tracks 

Perimeter Guard™ proactive defense uses advanced Video Analytics  
to sound an alert and flash camera LEDs when unwanted visitors  
are detected near your operation.
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 + HDR and WDR video

 + Supports 24/7 Onboard & SVR 
Recording

 + Superior IP67 waterproof and dustproof  
rating for indoor or outdoor use

 + Supports Business Activity Analytics 
for smarter surveillance

 + Powered by PoE or 12 VDC

 + More than twice the storage capacity 
than before

 + Connect up to 16 cameras

 + Select models compliant with Section 
889 of the NDAA

Commercial Grade Hardware

*  All information herein accurate as of December 21, 2021. Read Alarm.com’s NDAA Statement  
at alarm.com/legal for additional information.

Installed by Professionals

Alarm.com for Business technology is installed and serviced by commercial  
security experts. Whether you have one or many locations, your Alarm.com 
authorized service provider will ensure your business is always taken care  
of so you can focus on the big picture.
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